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Glutathione (GSH) is one of the most common thiol-containing molecules discovered in biological systems, and it plays an important role in many cellular functions, where changes in physiological glutathione levels contribute to the progress of a variety of diseases. Molecular imaging employing fluorescent probes is thought to be a sensitive technique for online fluorescence detection of GSH. Although various molecular probes for (intracellular) GSH sensing have been reported, some aspects remain unanswered, such as quantitative intracellular analysis, dynamic monitoring, and compatibility with biological environment. Some of these drawbacks can be overcome by sensors based on nanostructured materials, that have attracted considerable attention owing to their exceptional properties, including a large surface area, heightened electro-catalytic activity, and robust mechanical resilience, for which they have become integral components in the development of highly sensitive chemos- and biosensors. Additionally, engineered nanomaterials have demonstrated significant promise in enhancing the precision of disease diagnosis and refining treatment specificity. The aim of this review is to investigate recent advancements in fabricated nanomaterials tailored for detecting GSH. Specifically, it examines various material categories, encompassing carbon, polymeric, quantum dots (QDs), covalent organic frameworks (COFs), metal–organic frameworks (MOFs), metal-based, and silicon-based nanomaterials, applied in the fabrication of chemo- and biosensors. The fabrication of nano-biosensors, mechanisms, and methodologies employed for GSH detection utilizing these fabricated nanomaterials will also be elucidated. Remarkably, there is a noticeable absence of existing reviews specifically dedicated to the nanomaterials for GSH detection since they are not comprehensive in the case of nano-fabrication, mechanisms and methodologies of detection, as well as applications in various biological environments. This research gap presents an opportune moment to thoroughly assess the potential of nanomaterial-based approaches in advancing GSH detection methodologies.

1. Introduction

Glutathione (GSH) is among the prevalent thiol-containing compounds found in biological systems, contributing significantly to numerous cellular functions. Particularly, biothiols serve as defenders, safeguarding cellular constituents against damage resulting from and reactive oxygen species (ROS) and free radicals. GSH serves as a vital cofactor in numerous biological processes, including catabolism, drug transportation, and detoxification. It plays a role in facilitating cell communication via gap junctions and generally protects protein-SH groups from oxidation and crosslinking. Additionally, GSH is crucial for maintaining ascorbic acid in its reduced state and for the formation of deoxyribo-nucleotides.

GSH (Fig. 1) stands out as a tripeptide composed of three amino acids (glutamine, cysteine, and glycine) present within living cells, with concentrations typically falling between 0.5 to 10 mM. In physiological fluids, it is detected at levels approximately ranging from 2 to 12 μM in healthy individuals. Alterations in physiological GSH levels contribute to the onset of various diseases, including Parkinson’s, Alzheimer’s, diabetes mellitus, and aging-related ailments. Additionally, such changes are implicated in various forms of cancer, including breast cancer and colorectal cancer. Thus, the information provided above clearly highlights the significance of detecting and quantifying GSH in biological and pharmaceutical matrices, whether as a biomarker or as a supplementary drug.

Molecular imaging with fluorescent probes is expected to be a sensitive method for real-time detection of GSH. This strategy has been thoroughly explored and reviewed at the molecular
level, using a variety of chemo-sensors and analytical techniques. Although these probes have made great progress, there are still a number of challenges, such as the capacity for conducting quantitative analysis within cells, facilitating real-time monitoring of GSH concentrations, and guaranteeing suitability for complex environments, that need to be overcome. Nonetheless, the relationship between GSH sensing and nanomaterials has yet to be thoroughly evaluated, highlighting a crucial need in current research efforts. Exploring this intersection could lead to developing innovative and more efficient GSH detection methods especially in the biological environment.

Furthermore, over the past two decades, nanostructured materials have attracted substantial attention due to their exceptional features, and they have been consistently employed as efficient materials in the creation of highly sensitive chemo-sensors and biosensors, thanks to notable characteristics such as high surface area, improved electrocatalytic activity, and physical resilience. Moreover, engineered nanomaterials exhibited considerable potential in enhancing both the accuracy of disease diagnosis and the specificity of treatment approaches.

The objective of this review is to explore the recent advancements in the fabricated nanomaterials for detecting GSH (Fig. 1). Specifically, it focuses on the utilization of different categories of materials, including carbon, polymeric, quantum dots (QDs), covalent organic frameworks (COFs), metal–organic frameworks (MOFs), metal-based, and silicon-based nanomaterials for the fabrication of chemo- and biosensors (Fig. 1). The mechanism and approaches of GSH detection using the fabricated nanomaterials will be also explained in the detail, and the limit of detection (LOD), selectivity, and the applied matrix related to different nanomaterial-based GSH sensors are compared as shown in Table 1. To the best of our knowledge, there is no existing review specifically focused on the fabrication and application of various types of nanomaterials for GSH detection. This gap in the literature presents an opportunity to comprehensively evaluate the potential of nanomaterial-based approaches in the improvement of GSH detection methods.

2. Carbon-based nanomaterials

Carbon-based nanomaterials are ideal for sensing applications due to their high surface area, excellent electrical conductivity, and chemical stability. Their sp² hybridization in graphene and carbon nanotubes provides robust π–π interactions and electron mobility. These materials offer exceptional mechanical strength and flexibility due to their strong carbon–carbon covalent bonds. They can be functionalized with various chemical groups, enhancing their selectivity and sensitivity towards specific analytes. These combined physicochemical and chemical properties make carbon-based nanomaterials highly effective for diverse and robust sensing solutions. Fullerences, carbon nanotubes (CNTs), graphene (G) and its derivatives graphene oxide (GO), and nanodiamonds (NDs) are all examples of carbon-based nanomaterials. The main potential biological uses of these nanomaterials are photothermal and photodynamic therapy, as well as bioimaging, fluorescent labelling of cells, stem cell engineering, biosensing, and drug/gene delivery. Since some of them have inherent fluorescence, a narrow emission spectrum that can be tuned, and good photostability, it may be used to image and diagnose cells and tissues. Moreover, their surfaces can be altered with functional groups (carboxylic acid, hydroxyl, and epoxy) to improve their characteristics. Carbon-based nanomaterials are mostly preferred and one of the alternatives for GSH detection due to their high surface areas, optical, mechanical, and electrical features.
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A novel chromogenic probe (CP) for thiols was produced employing an independent fluorophore thiols detection, g-C₃N₄ nanosheets, leading to the fabrication of a fluorescent sensor for the detection of GSH. It utilized the inner filter effect (IFE) to operate as a GSH sensor (Fig. 2(a)). In order to produce an efficient IFE system, CP molecules were adsorbed on the g-C₃N₄ nanosheets surface through the contact of π-π-stacking. This sensor has a more evident fluorescence response for GSH with limit of detection of 0.01 μM than Cys, Hcy, and Lys. When CP and GSH react, the nucleophilic addition of GSH destroys the CP’s – conjugated structure, resulting in the formation of the non-conjugated product CP–SR. High fluorescence quenching efficiency is achieved when the molar ratio of g-C₃N₄ nanosheets to CP is 1:250.

Carbon dot-based photoelectrochemical (PEC) sensors have been also developed for ultrasensitive GSH detection. The best detecting qualities were demonstrated by the nanocomposite of carbon dots mesoporous silica (CDs@MS) based PEC sensors among the various hybrid nanocomposites. In a PEC sensing system, CDs demonstrate both photoelectric and catalytic capabilities. To further improve the catalytic capabilities of CDs and get improved GSH detection efficiencies, graphene oxide (GO), silver nanoparticles (AgNPs), and mesoporous silica (MS) were incorporated as a nanocomposite. The increased photocurrent amplitude observed with rising the levels of GSH at positive potentials demonstrated that the designed PEC catalyses the oxidation of GSH.

An innovative and straightforward approach has been also applied for the fluorescence detection of GSH on the basis of the inhibitory impact of GSH on the magnetic nanoporous graphene (MNPG)-catalysed oxidation of thiamine, which generated fluorescence (Fig. 2(b)). This provides a quick and easy technique for producing porous graphene by partially combusting Hydrotalcite-imperfectly coated graphene oxide. These factors may contribute to MNPG’s strong catalytic activity for the following reasons. First, due to the combination of porous structures and good intrinsic properties of graphene, the 3D architectures of NPG might offer high surface area as well as quick mass and electronic transfer kinetics. Second, Fe₃O₄ might prevent the graphene layers aggregation and third, NPG and Fe₃O₄ work synergistically in the nanocomposite. Following the addition of GSH, the fluorescence decreased because the competing oxidations of thiamine and GSH inhibited the oxidation of thiamine.

A new plasmonic detecting system was developed using plasmon hybridization in graphene nanoribbons/silver nanoparticles (GNR/AgNPs) nanocomposites, for the consecutive colourimetric determination of dopamine (DA) and GSH in human blood serum. To explore the plasmonic influence of carbon-based nanostructures on the sensor’s capability, the performance of the hybrid GNR/Ag NPs with graphene oxide (GO) and multiwall carbon nanotube (MWCNT) was compared. Hence, colourimetric detection of DA and GSH was carried out employing variations in the location and strength of the
## Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name and role of nanomaterial in GSH sensing</th>
<th>Methodology</th>
<th>Linear range</th>
<th>Limit of detection</th>
<th>Interferences of other analytes</th>
<th>Ref.</th>
<th>Toxicity</th>
<th>Matrix</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>g-C3N4 nanosheets/zeolite/magnetic nanoparticles</td>
<td>Fluorescence assay</td>
<td>0.05 μM to 10 μM</td>
<td>0.01 μM</td>
<td>Low for (Cys, Ser, and Phe) Not mentioned</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>Not mentioned</td>
<td>Human serum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ag-NPs/graphene oxide/temepol</td>
<td>Electrochemical</td>
<td>0.01 μM to 1 μM</td>
<td>6.2 μM</td>
<td>Low for (Hcy, Cys, and GSH)</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>Not mentioned</td>
<td>Human serum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Magnetic nanoparticles (manganese-doped silicate)</td>
<td>Fluorescence assay</td>
<td>0.2 μM to 20 μM</td>
<td>0.05 μM</td>
<td>Low for (Cys, Ser, and Phe) Not mentioned</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>Not mentioned</td>
<td>Human serum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Graphene nanoribbons/silver nanoparticles (plasmonic absorption band of AgNPs)</td>
<td>Fluorescence assay</td>
<td>1 μM to 7.5 μM</td>
<td>0.23 μM</td>
<td>Low for (Cys, Ser, and Phe) Low interference of other amino acids</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>Not mentioned</td>
<td>Human serum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Magnetic nanoparticles (manganese-doped silicate)</td>
<td>Fluorescence assay</td>
<td>0.2 μM to 1000 μM</td>
<td>30 nM</td>
<td>Low for (Cys, Ser, and Phe) Not mentioned</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>Low cytotoxicity</td>
<td>Human serum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multifunctional nanomaterials</td>
<td>Fluorescence assay</td>
<td>0.05 μM to 900 μM</td>
<td>20 nM</td>
<td>Low for (Cys, Ser, and Phe) Not mentioned</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>Not mentioned</td>
<td>Human serum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Polymeric-based</td>
<td>Fluorescence assay</td>
<td>2.20 × 10^(-5) M to 4.07 × 10^(-3) M</td>
<td>0.10 μM</td>
<td>Low for (Cys, Ser, and Phe) Not mentioned</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>Not mentioned</td>
<td>Human serum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOFs &amp; COFs</td>
<td>Absorption assay</td>
<td>0.05 μM to 4.0 μM</td>
<td>1.6 μM</td>
<td>Low for (Cys, Ser, and Phe) Not mentioned</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>Low cytotoxicity</td>
<td>Human serum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hemin-encapsulated recombinant Hemoglobin</td>
<td>Absorption assay</td>
<td>0.2 μM to 32.5 μM</td>
<td>40 nM</td>
<td>High interference of Cys (Cysteine), homocysteine (Hcy), and other amino acids</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>Low cytotoxicity</td>
<td>Human serum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADA-Au-FF-dye nanospheres</td>
<td>Fluorescence assay</td>
<td>0.01 μM to 40 μM</td>
<td>0.16 μM</td>
<td>Low for (Cys, Ser, and Phe) Not mentioned</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>Not mentioned</td>
<td>Human serum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOFs &amp; COFs</td>
<td>Absorption assay</td>
<td>0.6 μM to 60 μM</td>
<td>0.2 μM</td>
<td>Low for (Cys, Ser, and Phe) Not mentioned</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>Not mentioned</td>
<td>Human serum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heme-derived nanoparticles/CD4 inorganic nanoparticles</td>
<td>Absorption assay</td>
<td>0.01 μM to 40 μM</td>
<td>0.16 μM</td>
<td>Low for (Cys, Ser, and Phe) Not mentioned</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>Low cytotoxicity</td>
<td>Human serum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Magnetic nanoparticles (manganese-doped silicate)</td>
<td>Fluorescence assay</td>
<td>0.05 μM to 10 μM</td>
<td>3.25 μM</td>
<td>Low for (Cys, Ser, and Phe) Not mentioned</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>Not mentioned</td>
<td>Human serum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOFs &amp; COFs</td>
<td>Chemiluminescence assay</td>
<td>0.01 μM to 2.5 μM</td>
<td>3.25 μM</td>
<td>Low for (Cys, Ser, and Phe) Not mentioned</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>Not mentioned</td>
<td>Human serum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Human breast cancer and laryngeal cancer cells lysates</td>
<td>Electrochemical</td>
<td>0.1 μM to 200 μM</td>
<td>5.0 μM</td>
<td>Low for (Cys, Ser, and Phe) Not mentioned</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>Not mentioned</td>
<td>Human serum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hemin-encapsulated recombinant Hemoglobin</td>
<td>Absorption assay</td>
<td>0.01 μM to 40 μM</td>
<td>0.16 μM</td>
<td>Low for (Cys, Ser, and Phe) Not mentioned</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>Low cytotoxicity</td>
<td>Human serum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Human breast cancer and laryngeal cancer cells lysates</td>
<td>Electrochemical</td>
<td>0.01 μM to 2.5 μM</td>
<td>3.25 μM</td>
<td>Low for (Cys, Ser, and Phe) Not mentioned</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>Not mentioned</td>
<td>Human serum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Human breast cancer and laryngeal cancer cells lysates</td>
<td>Electrochemical</td>
<td>0.01 μM to 40 μM</td>
<td>0.16 μM</td>
<td>Low for (Cys, Ser, and Phe) Not mentioned</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>Low cytotoxicity</td>
<td>Human serum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Human breast cancer and laryngeal cancer cells lysates</td>
<td>Electrochemical</td>
<td>0.01 μM to 2.5 μM</td>
<td>3.25 μM</td>
<td>Low for (Cys, Ser, and Phe) Not mentioned</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>Not mentioned</td>
<td>Human serum</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Note:** This table lists nanomaterial-based GSH sensors and their corresponding methodologies, limits of detections, interferences, and applied matrices for the detection of GSH. Further details about the interferences of other analytes are not mentioned.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Name and role of nanomaterial in sensing</th>
<th>Methodology</th>
<th>Linear range</th>
<th>Limit of detection</th>
<th>Interferences of other analytes</th>
<th>Toxicity</th>
<th>Matrix</th>
<th>Ref.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Donor–acceptor Py–TT COFs (enzyme-like catalytic capabilities)</td>
<td>Absorption Assay (oxidation of TMB)</td>
<td>0.4 μM to 60 μM</td>
<td>0.225 μM</td>
<td>Not mentioned</td>
<td>Not mentioned</td>
<td>Human serum</td>
<td>60</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TTAP-COF nanosheet (catalytic activity)</td>
<td>Absorption Assay (oxidation of TMB)</td>
<td>0.5 μM to 40 μM</td>
<td>0.5 μM</td>
<td>Low interference Ala, Arg, Glu, Asp, Ile, Ser, Tyr, Thr, Cys, AA.</td>
<td>Not mentioned</td>
<td>Standard GSH solution</td>
<td>20</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COF-300-AR (enzyme-mimicking activity)</td>
<td>Absorption assay (oxidation of TMB)</td>
<td>1 μM to 15 μM</td>
<td>1.0 μM</td>
<td>Not mentioned</td>
<td>Not mentioned</td>
<td>Human serum</td>
<td>61</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COFs-MnO₂ (fluorescence alteration)</td>
<td>Fluorescence assay</td>
<td>0.5 μM to 100 μM</td>
<td>0.28 μM</td>
<td>Low interference L-Cys, AA, Hcy, and SO₃²⁻. Cytotoxicity (serine, lysine, glycine, tryptophan), (glucose and BSA)</td>
<td>Not mentioned</td>
<td>Human serum</td>
<td>62</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fe₅S₉@SNW-1 (peroxidase-like nanozyme)</td>
<td>Electrochemical/Fluorescence Assay/ Test strips</td>
<td>Fluorescence (4.46 μM to 1.14 nM)/ Electrochemical (10.69–452.2 μM)</td>
<td>fluorescence (1.61 μM)- Electrochemical (6.23 μM)</td>
<td>High (ascorbic acid and cysteine)- Moderate (serine, glycine, tryptophan), (glucose and BSA)</td>
<td>Not mentioned</td>
<td>Human serum</td>
<td>63</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quantum dots (QDs)</td>
<td>Molydenum disulfide QDs/ MnO₂ nanosheets (fluorescence reduction)</td>
<td>Fluorescence assay/ colourimetric</td>
<td>5.0 μM to 300.0 μM for fluorescence method; 2.0 μM to 300.0 μM for colourimetric method</td>
<td>1.57 μM for fluorescence method, and 0.50 μM for colourimetric method</td>
<td>Low (metal ions (Mg²⁺, Na⁺, K⁺, Ca²⁺, Mn²⁺)), amino acids (Phe, Arg, Ser, Ile, Lys, Leu, Val, Pro, Asp, Gly, Met, Glu, i-Glu, Thr, His), and molecules (BSA, urea, AA, glucose)</td>
<td>Low cytotoxicity</td>
<td>MCF-7 cells</td>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N-Ti₃C₂ QDs (fluorescence reporter)</td>
<td>Fluorescence assay/ colourimetric</td>
<td>0.5 μM to 100 μM</td>
<td>0.17 μM</td>
<td>Low (β-Glu, β-Cys, β-Asp, Gly, β-Glu, and His)</td>
<td>Low cytotoxicity</td>
<td>MCF-7 cells</td>
<td>65</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VO₃ QDs-MnO₂ nanosheets (fluorescence alteration)</td>
<td>Fluorescence assay</td>
<td>0.5 μM to 100 μM</td>
<td>0.254 μM</td>
<td>High interference Cys. Low interference (Cd²⁺, Na⁺, Cu²⁺, Ca²⁺, K⁺, Ba²⁺, Co²⁺, Mg²⁺, Fe³⁺, Al³⁺, Zn²⁺, Hg²⁺, Mn²⁺), anions (NO₃⁻, Cl⁻, SO₄²⁻, CO₃²⁻, Ac⁻), amino acids (Phe, Arg, Ser, Ile, Lys, Leu, Val, Pro, Asp, Gly, Met, Glu, i-Glu, Thr, His), and molecules (BSA, urea, AA, glucose)</td>
<td>Not mentioned</td>
<td>Human serum, vegetable, fruit</td>
<td>66</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orange-emissive sulphur-doped organosilica nanodots (S-OSiNDs) (fluorescence alteration)</td>
<td>Fluorescence assay</td>
<td>0 μM to 100 μM</td>
<td>0.2 μM</td>
<td>Low interference Ca²⁺, Mg²⁺, K⁺, β-Glu, β-Arg, β-Lys, Gly, β-Ser, β-Asp, β-Ala, β-Val, β-Asn, β-Arg, β-Trp, β-Met, β-Asp, Gln, β-Glu, β-Gly, β-Ile, β-Leu, β-Phe, β-Thr, β-Pro, β-Ser</td>
<td>Low cytotoxicity</td>
<td>HPAEpiC and L02 cells</td>
<td>67</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H-SQDs@MnO₂ (ECL response)</td>
<td>Fluorescence assay</td>
<td>0.05 μM to 5.0 μM</td>
<td>35 nM</td>
<td>Low interference Cys. Low interference (Cd²⁺, Na⁺, Cu²⁺, Ca²⁺, K⁺, Ba²⁺, Co²⁺, Mg²⁺, Fe³⁺, Al³⁺, Zn²⁺, Hg²⁺, Mn²⁺), anions (NO₃⁻, Cl⁻, SO₄²⁻, CO₃²⁻, Ac⁻), amino acids (Phe, Arg, Ser, Ile, Lys, Leu, Val, Pro, Asp, Gly, Met, Glu, i-Glu, Thr, His), and molecules (BSA, urea, AA, glucose)</td>
<td>Not mentioned</td>
<td>Human serum</td>
<td>18</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WS₂ QDs-MnO₂ (ratio-sensing platform)</td>
<td>Fluorescence assay</td>
<td>0 to 60 μM</td>
<td>0.12 μM</td>
<td>Low interference Cys. Low interference (Cd²⁺, Na⁺, Cu²⁺, Ca²⁺, K⁺, β-Glu, β-Arg, β-Lys, Gly, β-Ser, β-Asp, β-Ala, β-Val, β-Asn, β-Arg, β-Trp, β-Met, β-Asp, Gln, β-Glu, β-Gly, β-Ile, β-Leu, β-Phe, β-Thr, β-Pro, β-Ser)</td>
<td>Not mentioned</td>
<td>Human serum, lake water and tap water</td>
<td>68</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CdTe QD-polynitroxylated albumin (fluorescence alteration)</td>
<td>Fluorescence assay</td>
<td>5 μM to 60 μM</td>
<td>20 nM</td>
<td>Moderate (Cys or Hey)</td>
<td>Low cytotoxicity</td>
<td>MCF-7 (cancer) and 69</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BPQDs@MnO₂ (fluorescence quenching)</td>
<td>Fluorescence assay</td>
<td>0.1 μM to 60 μM</td>
<td>35 nM</td>
<td>Low interference Cys. Low for other amino acids, glucose and metal ions</td>
<td>Not mentioned</td>
<td>Human urine and human serum</td>
<td>69</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gold and other metals</td>
<td>Absorption assay</td>
<td>0.1 μM to 1.0 μM</td>
<td>12.0 nM</td>
<td>Moderate (GSSG). Low (amino acids (Tyr, His, Lys, Ala, Val, Asn, Arg, Trp, Met, Asp, Gln, Glu, Gly, Ile, Leu, Phe, Thr, Pro, Ser), two analogous biothiols (Hey and Cys), anions (H₂PO₄⁻) cations (K⁺, Mg²⁺, Ca²⁺, Na⁺, and NH₄⁺)</td>
<td>Not mentioned</td>
<td>A549 cells</td>
<td>70</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note: The table continues with more entries.*
### Table 1 (continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Name and role of nanomaterial in sensing</th>
<th>Methodology</th>
<th>Linear range</th>
<th>Limit of detection</th>
<th>Interferences of other analytes</th>
<th>Toxicity</th>
<th>Matrix</th>
<th>Ref.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gold-silver bimetallic nanocluster (fluorescence alteration)</td>
<td>Fluorescence Assay</td>
<td>1 μM to 100 μM</td>
<td>200 nM</td>
<td>Moderate (Gys, Met and AA). Low (sucrose, glucose, GSSG, AA, DA, and cations including Zn(^{2+}), K(^{+}), Na(^+) and Ca(^{2+}))</td>
<td>Not mentioned</td>
<td>Human serum</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gold-viral biominerlized nanoclusters (AuVCs) (catalytic activity)</td>
<td>Colourimetric GSH detection using AuVCs through TMB/H(_2)O(_2)</td>
<td>2.5 μM to 500 μM</td>
<td>9.8 μM</td>
<td>Moderate (Cysteine, cystamine). Low (PROPREP(^{\text{TM}}) cell lysing buffer, IgG, DNA, cell extracted total RNAs and BSA.)</td>
<td>Not mentioned</td>
<td>Cell lysate protein</td>
<td>72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gold nanocrystals (peroxidase-like activity)</td>
<td>Colourimetric, Absorption Assay (oxidation of TMB)</td>
<td>2 μM to 25 μM</td>
<td>420 nM</td>
<td>High (Cys, and Hcy). Low (Met, Phe, Ser, Lys, Not Ala, Thr, Asp, Gly, Glu, Gln, Arg, Tyr, Pro, Trp, Val, Leu, Ile, and His)</td>
<td>Not mentioned</td>
<td>Cancer cells (MDA-MB-231 and MCF-7) and Normal cells (HBE and THP-1) lysates</td>
<td>73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>AuNCs-Carbon dots-Cu (fluorescence alteration)</td>
<td>Fluorescence assay/paper strip</td>
<td>0 μM to 50 μM for Fluorescence Assay/0–50 μM paper strip</td>
<td>0.76 μM for Fluorescence Assay/1.84 μM for paper strip</td>
<td>High (Cys and Hcy). Low (metal ions (Ca(^{2+}), Na(^{+}), Fe(^{3+}), K(^{+})) glucose, sucrose, Gys, Gly, Arg, Glu, Trp, His, Asp, Lys, Ala, Leu)</td>
<td>Not mentioned</td>
<td>Human serum</td>
<td>74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MnO(_2)-doped MoS(_2) (catalytic activity)</td>
<td>Colourimetric, Absorption Assay (oxidation of TMB)</td>
<td>1 μM to 30 μM</td>
<td>0.577 μM</td>
<td>Moderate (Cys, Hey). Low (Glu, Tyr, Pro, Gly, Met, His, Asp, Lys, Ala, Leu)</td>
<td>Not mentioned</td>
<td>Human serum</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MXene@NiFe-LDH (catalytic activity)</td>
<td>Colourimetric, Absorption Assay (oxidation of TMB)</td>
<td>0.9 μM to 30 μM</td>
<td>84 nM</td>
<td>Low (isoleucine, arginine, histidine, tryptophan, leucine, serine), metal ions (Ca(^{2+}), Mg(^{2+}), Fe(^{3+}), K(^{+})), urea, glucose, ascorbic acid, and uric acid</td>
<td>Not mentioned</td>
<td>Standard GSH solutions</td>
<td>76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MnO(_2)-coupled UCNPs (fluorescence alteration)</td>
<td>Colourimetric, Absorption Assay</td>
<td>0 μM to 350 μM</td>
<td>0.68 μM</td>
<td>Low (Cys, Hey, Gly)</td>
<td>Not mentioned</td>
<td>Standard GSH solutions</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mixed-valence-state cobalt (MVSC) (catalytic activity)</td>
<td>Colourimetric, Absorption Assay</td>
<td>0.5 μM to 40 μM</td>
<td>0.03 μM</td>
<td>Low (Cys, Hey, Gly)</td>
<td>Not mentioned</td>
<td>Eye drops and Chewable tablets</td>
<td>77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Silicon oxide-based</td>
<td>GQDs@SiNPs/GC (Improving electrocatalytic activity)</td>
<td>Electrochemical</td>
<td>0.5 μM to 7 μM</td>
<td>0.5 μM</td>
<td>Low (Cys, Hey, glucose)</td>
<td>Not mentioned</td>
<td>Human serum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MnO(_2)-SiO(_2) NPs-TPE3 (aggregation-induced emission (AIE))</td>
<td>Fluorescence assay</td>
<td>0.5 μM to 100 μM</td>
<td>200 nM</td>
<td>Not mentioned</td>
<td>Not mentioned</td>
<td>Human serum</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Functionalized mesoporous silica NPs (MSN)-disulphide-oligo(ethylene glycol)-safranin O as a dye (support for functionalization with a dye)</td>
<td>Fluorescence assay</td>
<td>0.1 μM to 10 μM</td>
<td>0.1 μM</td>
<td>Moderate (Cys, Hey, HS(^{-}) and Me(^{-})). Low (Cl(^{-}), F(^{-}), Br(^{-}), I(^{-}), OH(^{-}), CN(^{-}), PO(_4)(^{3-}), Citrate, AcO(^{-}), N(_2)O(_3), SO(_3)(^{2-}), SO(_4)(^{2-}) and SO(_3)(^{2-})) oxidants (H(_2)O(_2)), amino acids (Ty, His, Glu, Arg, Asp, Ala, Asn, Gln, Trp, Gly, Thr and Val)</td>
<td>Not mentioned</td>
<td>Human serum</td>
<td>79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(FTTC)-doped solid SiO(_2) nanosphere-MnO(_2) (support for functionalization with a dye)</td>
<td>Fluorescence assay</td>
<td>10 μM to 300 μM</td>
<td>2.1 μM</td>
<td>High (Cys, Hey). Moderate (Leu, Met, Lys, Tyr, Lle, Asp, Thr, Ala, Val, Trp, Phe, HSA, Gly, and Glu)</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Human blood cytotoxicity and HeLa cells</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Thymine-Hg(^{2+})-thymine (T-Hg(^{2+})-T)</td>
<td>Electrochemical</td>
<td>1.0 nM to 1.0 μM</td>
<td>0.6 nM</td>
<td>Low (Ser, Phe, Lys, Arg, Trp, Asp, Glu, His, GSSG and GGG)</td>
<td>Not mentioned</td>
<td>Standard GSH solutions</td>
<td>81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mesoporous silica NPs(support for functionalization with a dye)</td>
<td>Portable glucose meter (release of loaded glucose from the pores of MSNs)</td>
<td>100 nM to 10 μM</td>
<td>34 nM</td>
<td>Low (Glu, Gly, Asp, Tyr, Lys, and AA)</td>
<td>Not mentioned</td>
<td>Human serum</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^a\) Low: interferences less than 5%. \(^b\) High: interferences more than 80%. \(^c\) Moderate: interferences more about 20–30%.
localized surface plasmon resonance (LSPR) absorption band. In the presence of DA, the etching process and morphological transition of AgNPs results in a blue shift in the LSPR spectrum of AgNPs. Based on the aggregation of nanoparticles, which resulted in a reduction in the plasmonic absorption band of AgNPs and a shift in color from red to grey, GSH was successively identified with the linear range of 1 to 75 μM with limit of detection of 0.23 μM using a GNR/Ag NPs-DA mixture.

A simple fabrication method for iron phthalocyanine (FePc) functionalized N,B-doped reduced graphene oxide nanocomposites (FePc/N,B-rGO) (Fig. 2(c)) was reported as an electrochemical platform for sensitive GSH detection.46 Through π–π interaction, FePc is conjugated to the surface of N,B-rGO, and the resulting nanocomposite provides a larger specific area for the GSH oxidation and increases the effectiveness of electron transfer. The enhanced active surface area of the FePc/N,B-rGO nanocomposites showed that the active surface area of the FePc/N,B-rGO nanocomposites was effectively raised by the of N,B-rGO and FePc combination. The FePc oxidation and subsequent electron transfer from GSH to the oxidized FePc is the potential mechanism for GSH detection.

L-Cysteine (L-cys) and NH3/C2H2O were also used47 to prepare multifunctional nitrogen and sulphur co-doped CQDs (N,S-CQDs) by a one-step hydrothermal process. Due to the N,S-CQDs’ exceptional ability to distinguish GSH from other thiols like Cys and Hcy, it can be utilized as a promising sensor reagent for GSH detection. The amino groups on N,S-CQDs can be ionized as a result of the deprotonation of GSH, to form positively charged N,S-CQDs. Electrostatic interactions can result in complexes between the positively charged N,S-CQDs and the negatively charged GS− leading to the reduction of fluorescence intensity of N,S-CQDs (Fig. 2(d)).

A one-pot method was also used for fabrication of N-doped carbon dots (N-doped CDs), and the reagent 5,5′-dithiobis(2-nitrobenzoic acid) (DTNB) was utilized to GSH recognition.48 IFE substantially simplifies the sensor design by eliminating the necessity for surface modification or linkage between the receptor and the fluorophore. The product of reaction with GSH (5-thio-2-nitrobenzoic acid (TNB)) is able to perform as a potent IFE absorber because of its significant molar extinction coefficient.101 DTNB does not affect the fluorescence intensity of N-doped CDs by itself, but the reaction product of DTNB with GSH has a subtle but considerable effect on the excitation of N-doped CDs, which causes the fluorescence of N-doped CDs to be quenched. That is due to the fact that the absorption band of TNB and the excitation band of N-doped CDs have a good overlap.

Graphitic carbon nitride (g-C3N4) nanosheets were employed as a novel carbon-based nanomaterial with a high fluorescence quantum yield and specific surface area.49 A selective fluorescent sensor for detecting GSH in food samples was developed using an “on–off–on” strategy. The system of detection was devised by suppressing the g-C3N4 nanosheets fluorescence with Cu2+ via photoinduced electron transfer (PET), and the

Fig. 2 Schematic illustration of GSH detection with carbon-based nanomaterials: (a) the IFE-based fluorescence sensor g-C3N4 nanosheets/CP,42 (b) the MNPG-based fluorescent assay,44 (c) the FePc/N,B–rGO nanocomposite,46 and (d) graphical example of the of N,S-CQDs fluorescence response to GSH along with the fluorescence spectra of N,S-CQDs combined with different levels GSH47 reproduced with the permission of Elsevier and American Chemical Society.

 localized surface plasmon resonance (LSPR) absorption band. In the presence of DA, the etching process and morphological transition of AgNPs results in a blue shift in the LSPR spectrum of AgNPs. Based on the aggregation of nanoparticles, which resulted in a reduction in the plasmonic absorption band of AgNPs and a shift in colour from red to grey, GSH was successively identified with the linear range of 1 to 75 μM with limit of detection of 0.23 μM using a GNR/Ag NPs-DA mixture.

A simple fabrication method for iron phthalocyanine (FePc) functionalized N,B-doped reduced graphene oxide nanocomposites (FePc/N,B-rGO) (Fig. 2(c)) was reported as an electrochemical platform for sensitive GSH detection.46 Through π–π interaction, FePc is conjugated to the surface of N,B-rGO, and the resulting nanocomposite provides a larger specific area for the GSH oxidation and increases the effectiveness of electron transfer. The enhanced active surface area of the FePc/N,B-rGO nanocomposites showed that the active surface area of the FePc/N,B-rGO nanocomposites was effectively raised by the of N,B-rGO and FePc combination. The FePc oxidation and subsequent electron transfer from GSH to the oxidized FePc is the potential mechanism for GSH detection.

L-Cysteine (L-cys) and NH3/C2H2O were also used47 to prepare multifunctional nitrogen and sulphur co-doped CQDs (N,S-CQDs) by a one-step hydrothermal process. Due to the N,S-CQDs’ exceptional ability to distinguish GSH from other thiols like Cys and Hcy, it can be utilized as a promising sensor reagent for GSH detection. The amino groups on N,S-CQDs can be ionized as a result of the deprotonation of GSH, to form positively charged N,S-CQDs. Electrostatic interactions can result in complexes between the positively charged N,S-CQDs and the negatively charged GS− leading to the reduction of fluorescence intensity of N,S-CQDs (Fig. 2(d)).

A one-pot method was also used for fabrication of N-doped carbon dots (N-doped CDs), and the reagent 5,5′-dithiobis(2-nitrobenzoic acid) (DTNB) was utilized to GSH recognition.48 IFE substantially simplifies the sensor design by eliminating the necessity for surface modification or linkage between the receptor and the fluorophore. The product of reaction with GSH (5-thio-2-nitrobenzoic acid (TNB)) is able to perform as a potent IFE absorber because of its significant molar extinction coefficient.101 DTNB does not affect the fluorescence intensity of N-doped CDs by itself, but the reaction product of DTNB with GSH has a subtle but considerable effect on the excitation of N-doped CDs, which causes the fluorescence of N-doped CDs to be quenched. That is due to the fact that the absorption band of TNB and the excitation band of N-doped CDs have a good overlap.

Graphitic carbon nitride (g-C3N4) nanosheets were employed as a novel carbon-based nanomaterial with a high fluorescence quantum yield and specific surface area.49 A selective fluorescent sensor for detecting GSH in food samples was developed using an “on–off–on” strategy. The system of detection was devised by suppressing the g-C3N4 nanosheets fluorescence with Cu2+ via photoinduced electron transfer (PET), and the
suppressing fluorescence was recovered by Cu²⁺ coordination to GSH. Cu²⁺ chelation with N of the g-C₃N₄ nanosheets brings them close together. Due to the fact that the potential redox of Cu²⁺/Cu⁺ is between the g-C₃N₄’s conduction band (CB) and valence band (VB), photoinduced electron transfer (PET) occurs from the CB to the complexed Cu²⁺, resulting in quenching fluorescence (“off” state). The GSH addition to the system of g-C₃N₄ nanosheet-Cu²⁺ clearly resulted in g-C₃N₄ recovery.

### 3. Polymer-based nanomaterials

The analysis of biomarkers, diagnostic imaging, immunoassays, and the diagnosis of cancer are amongst the most crucial applications for polymeric nanoparticles (PNPs) in optical diagnostics. The key aspect in the majority of tests based on nanoparticles is the target biomolecule binding to PNPs, which should produce a quantifiable signal that may be used to identify the target analyte. Enzymes can catalyse the formation of coloured compounds, which can be recognized by an alteration in the colour of a solution, or molecules with the ability of fluorescence signal emission, are the most frequently employed labels for this purpose. Inorganic or organic materials can be used to make polymeric nanomaterials, and a variety of techniques, including dispersion, precipitation, and interfacial polymerizations, can be used to form polymeric nanoparticles from monomers. Even organic and inorganic polymeric nanomaterials can function as transducers of signal, converting the analyte presence into a measurable optical response brought on by alterations in the fluorophore’s photophysical properties, irrespective of the nanomaterial composition. Some studies have also explored the utilization of PNPs in the context of GSH detection.

For instance, the salicylaldehyde-modified green-fluorescent polydopamine PNPs (PDASA PNPs) were produced, analysed, and used for the detection of GSH (Fig. 3(a)). Among the metal ions tested, Cu(II) formed a non-fluorescent complex in the ground state between both the PDASA PNPs and the quencher Cu(II), leading to the reduction of the fluorescence of PDASA NPs. The calculated constant of Stern–Volmer (KSV) confirmed that the fluorescence quenching was naturally static. The quenched fluorescence was recovered with the GSH addition into Cu(II)-PDASA NPs due to the coordinated Cu(II) displacement, resulting in the GSH levels quantification in the samples saliva and urine.

A sensing system in which the fluorescence of the polymer dots (PDs) can be suppressed by MnO₂ nanosheets has been reported. Common methods for producing PDs materials from small molecules or polymers, such as dehydration, condensation, and carbonization, typically result in bright blue fluorescence under ultraviolet irradiation, but this fluorescence is limited in biological applications due to the interference of auto-fluorescence and potential photo-damage in biological tissues. Using hydroquinone and ethylenediamine as precursors, a simple one-step technique for producing PDs with highly green colour fluorescence was presented. It should be noted that excessive amounts of ascorbic acid and Cys would affect the GSH assay. This research not only offers a technique for effectively detecting GSH, but it also gives information about how fluorescent sensors made of MnO₂ nanosheets are built.

A unique hemin-loaded nanozyme system was developed utilizing recombinant camel serum albumin (rCSA) to harness the exceptional stability of camel serum albumin. The developed hemin-rCSA nanoparticles provide a number of benefits. The obtained hemin-rCSA nanoparticles could be altered in size. Moreover, in comparison to naked hemin and horseradish peroxidase (HRP), the produced hemin-rCSA nanoparticles displayed enzyme-like activity with a greater affinity to the substrate. It was also possible to quickly detect GSH, resulting from the strong hemin-rCSA NPs peroxidase mimic activity, using colourimetry and a smartphone. As a result, the nanozyme that was synthesized via rCSA has enormous promise for designing biosensing kits. A quick and affordable colourimetric analytical approach for the measurement of GSH was created, wherein the oxidation products of 3,3',5,5'-tetramethylbenzidine (TMB) were reduced by GSH, leading in the illumination of blue solution and GSH detection with the limit of detection of 0.667 μM.

A new chemiluminescence method has been also developed to identify physiological thiolos utilizing a nano-probe that has been isoluminol-labeled. N-Succinimidyl-3-(2-pyridyldithio) propionate (SPDP) was used to change the amino group on the magnetic beads (MBs) surface into the groups of pyridyl disulphide while thiolated signal DNA and isoluminol were tagged on polystyrene microsphere’s surface (PSMs) (Fig. 3(b)). The thiolated signal DNA and isoluminol molecules conjugated to the surface of modified PSMs were connected to the SPDP activated MBs surface by disulphide bonds to create a chemiluminescence probe. The disulphide bonds might be easily broken in the presence of GSH. The molecules of isoluminol altered on the PSMs surface released from the chemiluminescence probes were magnetically separated and moved to the dark closet for recognition capability of isoluminol-H₂O₂-HRP by the chemiluminescence assay. Moreover, the measurement of the free thiol compounds amount present in cancer cells using the isoluminol–H₂O₂–HRP CL system was reported, the PSM signal amplification, and the innate disulphide bond cleaving that occurs when GSH is present.

An exopolysaccharide (EPS) was isolated from Lactobacillus plantarum R503, a novel type of natural spherical EPS nanoparticle. The EPS-R503 nanoparticles are constituted of negatively charged heteropolysaccharide made up of mannose, glucose, galactose, and glucuronide with a number of functional groups, such as OH, COOH, and NH₂. KMnO₄ and EPS nanoparticles form EPS–MnO₂ nanocomposites, followed by fluorescein (FL) adsorption onto the surface of nanocomposites. FL fluorescence intensity which was considerably reduced by GSH to the reduction of MnO₂ to Mn²⁺ ions. Red blood cells obtained from mouse blood and HPAEpiC cells, which are human normal lung cells, were utilized to investigate the effects of cytotoxicity of the EPS–MnO₂–FL nanosheet, MnO₂–EPS–great FL’s
biocompatibility is advantageous for biomedical applications and allows for \textit{in vivo} measurement of GSH.

The one-pot synthesis of a novel and highly effective ratio-metric fluorescent biosensor has been reported\textsuperscript{54} by the polysaccharide (alginate dialdehyde, ADA)-dipeptide (diphenylalanine, FF) self-assembly and \textit{in situ} AuNPs reduction while simultaneously the encapsulation of 5-aminofluorescein (FL–NH\textsubscript{2}) (Fig. 3(c)). The GSH concentration can be quantified by the ratio of FI (\emph{l}_{em}=518nm) /FI (\emph{l}_{em}=468nm) which exhibits a linear relationship (1 \textmu M to 15 mM) with the levels of GSH in both cancerous and normal cells. This is because the dye's fluorescence is obviously quenched by AuNPs in the nanospheres and recovered by the breakage of nanometal surface energy transfer (NSET). Then, after a 24 h incubation, it was determined how well nano-sensors were internalized into the HeLa and 293T cells. The nano-sensors successfully wrapped into the cells through endocytosis and displayed blue fluorescence and brighter green fluorescence, as opposed to the nanosensors that the cells did not endocytosis, which only display blue fluorescence. Due to the HeLa and 293T cells' elevated GSH levels, these can be attributed to the dye's (FI–NH\textsubscript{2}) fluorescence recovery, which also supports the viability of the nano-sensors for recognition of the concentration of GSH inside cells.

Cobalt oxyhydroxide (CoOOH) nanosheets, which are typical hexagonally stacked two-dimensional transition metal nanomaterials, were also used to produce fluorescent polydopamine nanoparticles (PDANPs) in an easy and environmentally friendly way.\textsuperscript{55} Surprisingly, the produced fluorescent PDANPs show superb chemical and photo-stabilities. However, when GSH was present, the GSH reduction on CoOOH nanosheets may reduce the fluorescence intensity of PDANPs (Fig. 3(d)), allowing the PDANPs to be used as a label-free nanoprobe for GSH detection. When CoOOH nanosheets are available as...
Oxidants, dopamine may be quickly oxidized to its quinone derivative and subsequently self-polymerized into fluorescent PDA NPs. The CoOOH nanosheets oxidative ability towards dopamine can be destroyed in the presence of GSH by the GSH reduction (CoOOH + GSH + 2H+ → Co2+ + GSSG + 2H2O), which prevents the creation of fluorescent PDA NPs.

Highly N-doped carbonized polydopamine nanotubes (C-PDANTs) that resemble peroxidase were also prepared. Dopamine's self-polymerization allowed PDA to first develop on the templates of sacrificial halloysite nanotubes (HNTs) as the sole precursor (Fig. 3(e)). For surface coating on almost all types of substrates, the simple dopamine self-polymerization to produce PDA in the presence of dissolved oxygen in a dilute alkaline solution has been extensively exploited. Although the relevant substrate systems showed poor catalase-like, oxidase-like, and SOD-like activities, the N-doped C-PDANTs demonstrate substantial peroxidase-like activity and are capable of catalysing the chromogenic reaction of TMB and H2O2. N-doped C-PDANTs with peroxidase-like activity were used to detect GSH because GSH effectively quenches the PDA's fluorescence and makes possible to measure GSH. To assess the DQ-CD@Pdots' potential for imaging intracellular GSH, HeLa cells were exposed to DQ-CD@Pdots, revealing their sensitivity to intracellular GSH (Fig. 4(a)). Moreover, DQ-CD@Pdots exhibited the sensitivity toward GSH concentration in the living zebrafish (Fig. 4(b-e)) proposing DQ-CD@Pdots probes have the ability to track variations in GSH concentrations in living bodies.

4. Metal–organic frameworks (MOFs) and covalent organic frameworks (COFs)

Metal–organic frameworks (MOFs) are a type of porous material formed by coordination of metal ions with ligands, and they have a diverse framework as well as adjustable catalytic activity, making them a research hotspot for creating mimic enzyme materials. MOFs have active sites with high density and uniform dispersion, and a large specific surface area is used for substrate adsorption and enrichment around the active site. Furthermore, MOFs can be used as natural enzyme carriers, allowing for high catalytic efficiency cascade reactions. Over recent years, an increasing number of researchers have concentrated on the creation of new MOFs as mimetic enzyme materials. Metal–organic frameworks (MOFs) were produced by self-assembly of metal ions or clusters and organic bridging ligands with strong covalent connections. MOFs sparked widespread interest not only for their large surface area, tuneable pore size, optical and chemical stability, and a slew of other excellent features, but also for their enormous application potential in a wide range of sectors. Some examples include gas storage, catalysis, sensing of ions or molecules, and medication delivery. Several research
investigations have delved into examining the application of MOFs for detecting GSH.

Ce based metal–organic frameworks (Ce-MOF) was produced and utilized as a fluorescent probe to detect GSH through FRET between Ce-MOF and AuNPs, which leads to quenching the emission peak of Ce-MOF at 377 nm after the incorporation with AuNPs. The fluorescence of Ce-MOF was regained after the GSH addition to Ce-MOF/AuNPs due to the production of Au–S between GSH and AuNPs, resulting in the FRET suppression between AuNPs and Ce-MOF.

Using the hydrothermal method, Yang et al. developed a novel [Co(L)(H2O)2] MOF possessing a 3D supramolecular structure produced by hydrogen bonding. Chemiluminescence was used to investigate the peroxidase-like activity, and it was discovered that MOF had a high affinity for the substrate. Catalytic mechanism investigation revealed that [Co(L)(H2O)2] accelerated the breakdown of H2O2 to form reactive oxygen free radicals, resulting in an increase in the chemiluminescence signal. The inhibitory effect of GSH on the chemiluminescence signal of [Co(L)(H2O)2] was utilized for the detection of GSH in cell lysates.

The utilisation of Cu2O templates to produce Au@Cu-MOF nanocapsules, which have an embedded AuNPs layer and a Cu-MOF sandwich shell, was also reported for the GSH detection (Fig. 5(a)). This method for detecting GSH has several noteworthy benefits: (a) the presence of Au0 and Cu(I) bimetals in Au@Cu-MOF nanocapsules endows the sensor with exceptional conductivity and electrocatalytic activity as well as a good microenvironment for Cu(I); (b) the addition of Cl− can cause CuCl to undergo solid-state electrochemistry; however, GSH could cause the electroactive CuCl conversion to a complex of nonelectroactive Cu–GSH having a larger signal reduction, which facilitates the direct GSH tracking; (c) the obtained Au@Cu-MOF nanocapsule-modified electrode showed steady and precise solid-state CuCl current at a very low potential of about 0.06 V, which can rule out the interferences of potential redox from background electroactive chemicals. Additionally, the natural frameworks of Cu-MOF could stop Cu(I) from oxidizing and AuNPs from aggravating in order to maintain the sensor’s long-term stability.

A new sensing platform was proposed for the quantification of GSH using 3D Cu-tetrakis(4-carboxyphenyl)porphyrin (Cu-TCPP) nano-flowers (NFs) functionalized with Ag nanoparticles, followed by the modification of the electrode surface with Ag/Cu-TCPP MOF NFs (Fig. 5(b)). Because of the activated electrode surface adsorption and the production of the complex of Cu(II)–GSH, GSH exhibits a lower potential of oxidation and a greater current of oxidation at Ag/Cu-TCPP/GCE compared to
the bare glassy carbon electrode. The suggested GSH sensor exhibits a broad linear range and a low limit of detection, as well as a potent anti-interference ability thanks to the synergistic impact the huge unique Cu-TCPP NFs surface area and the Ag NPs high electrical conductivity.

Covalent organic frameworks (COFs) are also a new class of covalently bonded porous crystalline polymers. The extensive use of COFs as a platform for photoinduced catalysis depends on their array framework, high crystallinity, configurable band gaps, and appealing optoelectronic performances. For active sites like metal organic frameworks, they can dissemniate and customize the hydrophobic spatial environment. However, the fabrication of nanozyme was severely constrained by the poor MOF stability in the aqueous phase. Fortunately, COFs have proven to be an excellent supporting matrix as stable porous materials. The functional groups found in COFs may function as Lewis acid-bases to aid in the transfer of protons or electrons during catalytic reactions. Particularly, COFs with amines and triazine rings have the ability to closely resemble the amino acid residues found in naturally occurring enzymes. Regarding the GSH sensing, COFs has also attracted researchers’ attentions as promising nanomaterial for detecting GSH.

A donor–acceptor two-dimensional (2D) COFs (designated as Py–TT COFs) was developed and used as a light-responsive oxidase mimic for the GSH detection. The donor was 1,3,6,8-tetraakis(4-aminophenyl)pyrene (Py), and the acceptor was thieno[3,2-b]thiophene-2,5-dicarbaldehyde (TT). Photoabsorption capacities in the crystalline Py–TT COF were efficiently improved by organized Py and TT arrays, narrow band gaps, and easier charge separation and transportation. The photoactivated donor–acceptor Py–TT COF with enzyme-like catalytic capabilities could serve as a probe for quick colourimetric detection of GSH in the presence of tetramethylbenzidine (TMB). The illuminated Py–TT COF demonstrated a good light-responsive oxidase-like activity for the TMB oxidation, and the addition of GSH led to the oxidized TMB reduction, resulting in the conversion of the blue colour into colourless, leading to the colourimetric method for GSH detection.

A novel peroxidase-like nanozyme called FeS 2-encapsulated SNW-1 (FeS 2@SNW-1) was created by using hydrothermal and solvothermal processes. The hydrophobic porous SNW-1’s protective effect on the FeS 2 active centre allowed for the durability and versatility of the nanozyme as a potential fluorescence GSH probe, as well as electrochemical dual-signal capability. In this sensing system, FeS 2@SNW-1 nanozyme accelerated the hydroxyl radical (•OH) production from H 2 O 2 , and O-phenylenediamine (OPD), a chromogenic substrate, was subsequently further oxidized (Fig. 6(a)). The OPD’s oxidation product exhibits notable electrochemical activity and fluorescence. After addition of the GSH to the sensor system, the GSH molecules react with •OH and hampers the OPD oxidation reaction resulting in the decline of the fluorescence intensity and the current drop. FeS 2@SNW-1 nanozyme’s strong catalytic performance allowed for the dual-signal GSH recognition in cell lysates.

5. Quantum dots (QDs)

QDs are semiconductor nanostructures that are 1–20 nm in size and have intriguing photo-physical and photochemical characteristics. Due to the quantum confinement effect, which causes their photoluminescence to be size- and composition-dependent, QDs have special absorption and emission properties as a result of their small size. QDs are highly suitable for sensing applications due to their unique chemical properties. The quantum confinement effect in QDs results in discrete energy levels and size-dependent optical and electronic characteristics, providing precise control over their
A molybdenum disulphide quantum dot/manganese dioxide nanosheet (MoS₂ QD/MnO₂) was developed for the GSH detection.⁶⁴ MnO₂ nanosheets reduced the fluorescence of MoS₂ QDs due to the inner filter effect (IFE) and static quenching effect (SQE) (Fig. 7(a)). The fluorescence of MoS₂ QDs is subsequently restored by the reduction of MnO₂ that occurs as a result of the addition of GSH, which also causes the disintegration of MnO₂ nanosheets. In addition, the MnO₂ nanosheets’ colour shift was caused by GSH’s reduction of the MnO₂ nanosheets. The MnO₂ nanosheets’ distinctive absorption peak vanished, which led to the development of double-signal sensing system (fluorometric and colourimetric technique).

A nanoprobe based on MXene N-Ti₃C₂ quantum dots (N-Ti₃C₂ QDs) was prepared for detection of intracellular GSH.⁶⁵ Based on non-radiative electron–hole annihilation, the ferric iron (Fe³⁺) served as the quencher and the N-Ti₃C₂ QDs as the fluorescence reporters (Fig. 7(b)). The reduction of Fe³⁺ to Fe²⁺ by intracellular GSH resulted in a recovery of the fluorescence intensity in the cell lysates, allowing for the intracellular GSH detection.

An “on–off–on” fluorescence sensor for GSH recognition was created using cryogenic-mediated liquid-phase exfoliation to construct bifunctional VOx QDs with fluorescence and redox capacity.⁶⁶ The VOx QDs as-prepared displayed blue emission and served a reductive function. The internal filtering effect (IFE) between VOx QDs and MnO₂ nanosheets caused the fluorescence of VOx QDs to be quenched with the addition of MnO₂. However, the quenched fluorescence of VOx QDs could be restored with the addition of MnO₂, which can breakdown MnO₂ nanosheets.

Orange-emissive sulphur (S)-doped organosilica nanodots (referred to as S-OSiNDs) were prepared using a solvothermal approach and the urea, bis[3-(triethoxysilyl)propyl]tetrasulphide, and citric acid as precursors.⁶⁷ The S-OSiNDs displayed hydrophilicity and good photoluminescence stability and found that metal ions Cu²⁺ could significantly reduce the S-OSiNDs fluorescence (Fig. 7(c)). Due to the great preference for GSH for the creation of the strong Cu–S bond, the metal ions were removed from the S-OSiNDs surface when GSH was added to the suspension of S-OSiNDs-Cu, leading to the S-OSiNDs-Cu disassembly to S-OSiNDs and fluorescence recovery.

The preparation of sulphur quantum dots (H-SQD), which identified with an enhanced emission of anodic electrochemiluminescence (ECL) in an aqueous solution, was described using a top-down technique and a post-synthetic etching strategy (Fig. 7(d)). In-depth analyses showed that the reduction in size for intrinsic luminosity, the extremely treated surface, and the improved capabilities of injection/transfer of charge after the post-synthetic hydrogen peroxide etching were responsible for the greatly improved ECL performances of H-SQDs. The in situ anchoring of H-SQDs on MnO₂ nanosheets created an architecture of ECL-RET system, and the nanocomposite displayed a nearly quenched ECL response, indicating a “signal-off” state for the sensitive and focused recognition of GSH with limit of detection of 35 nM and linear range of 0.05 to 5.0 μM. The H-SQDs@MnO₂ nanocomposite ECL recovery was observed after the GSH addition due to the reduction of MnO₂ NSs to Mn⁷⁺ and recovering the H-SQDs fluorescent properties.

A ratio-sensing platform for the detection of GSH was built using WS₂ quantum dots (QDs) as fluorescent signals and MnO₂ nanosheets as sources of second-order scattering (SOS) signals.⁶⁸ The IFE to WS₂ QDs was inhibited when the MnO₂ nanosheets’ distinctive absorption peak vanished, which led to the recovery of WS₂ QDs’ fluorescence. The size of the MnO₂ nanosheets shrinks as a result of GSH’s breakdown, which lowers the system’s SOS leading to the ratiometric detection of GSH using the fluorescence and SOS dual signal response.

A CdTe QD probe by joining a quencher, polynitroylated albumin (PNA) made by covalently tagging human or bovine serum albumin with several nitroxides, 4-acetamido-TEMPO (AcTPO), was created for the preparation of CdTe–PNA.⁶⁹ The photoinduced or surface-trapped electron transfer mechanism...
from CdTe to polynitroxides on PNA is responsible for the dynamic quenching. Using the concept of PNA-induced quench of CdTe PL and recovery with the GSH addition, CdTe–PNA nanocomposites were employed for the detection of GSH, and albumin acts as a bridge between nitroxide free radicals and CdTe QDs, increasing the biocompatibility of the nanocomposites and decreasing QD cytotoxicity.

A black phosphorus quantum dot (BPQD) nanocomposite wrapped in manganese dioxide nanosheets (BPQDs@MnO₂)-based imaging and determination approach for GSH was also presented. Fluorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET) induces the fluorescence quenching of BPQDs@MnO₂, and in the presence of GSH, reactivation occurs (Fig. 8(a)). BPQDs@MnO₂ exhibited a strong fluorescent imaging signal in three different types of tumour cells, while normal cells displayed a weak signal; furthermore, the incubation of BPQDs@MnO₂ and A549 tumour cells (Fig. 8(b)) demonstrated a GSH-activated MRI imaging signal.

6. Gold and other metal-based nanomaterials

AuNPs can be a remarkable nanomaterial to generate innovative nano-sensors because of their excellent electrical, optical, chemical, and catalytic properties, as well as easy preparation, strong distance dependent optical features, high extinction coefficients, high surface-to-volume ratio, and good biocompatibility, in addition to characteristic of suitable surface functionalization. They exhibit surface plasmon resonance (SPR), which provides strong and tuneable optical absorption and scattering, making them highly sensitive to environmental changes. The surface of AuNPs can be easily functionalized with various ligands and biomolecules through strong Au–S bonds, enhancing their selectivity and sensitivity. AuNPs are chemically stable and resist oxidation, ensuring reliable performance. Additionally, AuNPs have catalytic properties that can amplify signals in certain sensors and a high electron density that improves electrochemical sensing. These properties, along with their ease of synthesis and versatile functionalization, make gold nanoparticles highly effective for diverse sensing applications. The most effective analytical techniques for detecting biomolecules, including amino acids, peptides, proteins, nucleic acids, and enzymes are colourimetric and electrochemical uses of AuNPs in sensing. Recently, there has been a notable application of gold nanoparticles, particularly emphasizing the utilization of surface-modified variants of these nanomaterials, in the detection of GSH.

An approach based on the creation of a colourimetric sensor using AuNPs was designed for the GSH detection by adjusting...
the pH to 5.8 in order to GSH sensing based on the anti-aggregation of AuNPs (Fig. 9(a)). Electrostatic repulsion between the negatively charged sodium citrate coatings keeps the AuNPs stable in aqueous solution. 2-Mercapto-1-methylimidazole (MMI) can attach to the surface of AuNPs due to the potent covalent association of Au and SH resulting in the aggregation AuNPs and a colour shift from red to blue. Nonetheless, when both MMI and GSH are in AuNPs aqueous dispersion, the thiol of GSH reacts with AuNPs to form Au–S bonds, preventing MMI from attaching to AuNPs surface. As a result, it can be affirmed that the mechanism is the competition of GSH over MMI rather than GSH binding the excess empty surface of the MMI-bound AuNPs and causing dispersion, and the colour is altered from blue to red, leading to the calorimetric GSH recognition.

Depending on the quenching effect of $S_2O_8^{2-}$ against Au–Ag bimetallic NCs, Zhai et al. developed a fluorescence sensor for GSH sensing utilizing bovine serum albumin (BSA) as a protective and reducing agent for the production of Au–Ag bimetallic NCs with increased fluorescent intensity. Due to GSH’s great reducibility to $S_2O_8^{2-}$, the fluorescent was restored while it was present, and the recovered fluorescent intensity relied on the GSH content (Fig. 9(b)). The Au–Ag bimetallic NCs fluorescence emission in the presence of various $S_2O_8^{2-}$ concentrations confirmed how strong oxidation capability of $S_2O_8^{2-}$ s can significantly reduce the fluorescent intensity of Au–Ag bimetallic NCs.

The issues were also addressed by presenting a lateral flow plasmonic biosensor (LFPB) comprised of gold-viral biomineralyzed nanoclusters (AuVCs) and lateral flow strip for quick GSH detection with the naked eye. In the presence of AuVCs, the levels of GSH regulates the formation of AuNPs (Fig. 9(c)) and produces coloured patterns in the LFPB detection region, which are then automatically evaluated by a smartphone app to detect the GSH levels. In this study, the plasmid vectors encoding the genome of the Q coat protein (QCP) were expressed, and the QCPs would self-assemble into virus-like particles (VLPs). When the VLPs are combined with TMB/H$_2$O$_2$ solution, there is no response, indicating that the catalytic capacity results from the gold cluster in VLPs rather than the viral coat proteins. The produced AuVCs were used as a template, allowing the growth of AuNPs on their surface as a plasmonic signal for determining GSH content via AuNP growth control because GHS would collapse the AuVCs in the suggested technique to decrease the creation of AuNPs.

Using the peroxidase-like activity of gold nanocrystals stabilized with GSH (GSH-AuNCs), a straightforward method was provided for the cellular GSH level detection using colourimetric approach. The peroxidase substrate 3,3',5,5'-tetramethylbenzidine (TMB) can be oxidized by the AuNCs in the H$_2$O$_2$ presence to form a blue-coloured solution; nevertheless, GSH can effectively suppress this reaction, causing the blue colour to fade. Depending on this, a quick and simple method for colourimetrically detecting GSH with the human eye using the proposed method.

A 3D-printed integrated smartphone-sensing platform for the visible, quick, on-the-spot GSH detection in human serum, in particular in low-resource settings was also developed (Fig. 10). In order to create a fluorescent paper test, a blue fluorescent carbon dots (CDs) and AuNCs were used as the probe solution. As a responsive unit, the orange emissive AuNCs with strong fluorescence emission were quenched whereas the blue fluorescence remained constant in the presence of copper ion (Cu$^{2+}$). Due to the greater affinity between SH of GSH and Cu$^{2+}$, which has a wide and unique colour change from blue to purple to orange, the orange fluorescence is gradually improved with the addition of GSH. Then, a Colour Recognizer APP loaded on the smartphone could do quantitative detection by recognizing the relevant red (R), green (G), and blue (B) values. The single-colour probe’s emission response (AuNCs–Cu$^{2+}$) was also investigated to GSH
in order to contrast its performance with that of the ratiometric composite probe.

More recently, the exploration of other metallic nanomaterials rather than AuNPs has attracted significant attention in the realm of biomolecule sensing. While AuNPs have demonstrated remarkable properties for biosensing applications, the diverse characteristics of other metallic nanomaterials offer unique advantages exhibiting promising features such as tunable surface plasmon resonance, catalytic activities, and distinct electrochemical behaviour, which are pivotal for achieving superior performance in biomolecule sensing. This expanding frontier in nanomaterial utilization underscores the rich potential for diversifying the toolbox of sensing platforms, thereby broadening the scope and efficacy of biomolecular detection, particularly in the context of GSH sensing.

Two-dimensional (2-D) nanomaterials, such as transition metal dichalcogenide MoS2, were synthesized employing a hydrothermal approach, which has a large surface area, morphology control, and good flexibility during the preparation, giving them unique characteristics and a strong substrate selectivity for nanozymes. Due to a synergistic effect, it was discovered that Fe-doped MoS2 (Fe-MoS2) had higher catalytic activity than other metal ions, and with percentage doping reaching a saturation level at 10%, it was discovered that there is a synergistic improvement in the Fe-MoS2 peroxidase mimetic activity. By means of its suppressive influence peroxidase mimetic activity for the oxidation of TMB, producing blue colour contrast, Fe-MoS2 has been used for GSH detection (limit of detection: 0.577 μM).

NaYbF4@CaF2 a new category of core–satellite up-conversion nanoparticles (UCNPs) was presented for the GSH detection (Fig. 11(a)). In this study, a sequential injection method for managing the CaF2 shell deposition on the core nanoparticles was developed and determined the crucial significance of directed connection throughout the fabrication of the satellite-core structure by analyses of the morphological change over time and as a function of injection rate. A benefit of the core–satellite UCNPs for surface derivatisation is their superior adsorption capability in the porous shell, and an energy transfer-based biosensing system was developed using MnO2 nanosheets coated on the a-NaYbF4@CaF2 core–satellite UCNPs, which the MnO2-coupled UCNPs offer a turn-off FRET probe that detects recovered emissions when introducing GSH as a reducing agent resulting in the GSH detection.

MXenes, a newly developed 2D conductive material derived from transition metal carbides and nitrides, has been extensively researched due to its potential to propel the field of low-dimensional materials technology. Due to its exceptional mechanical and electrical properties, this new class of materials is valuable in a variety of fields. The past several years have
seen a significant improvement in MXene-based sensor technology due to these essential features that make MXenes a viable alternative sensor material.\textsuperscript{151} The development of an MXene@NiFe-LDH nanohybrid was also reported for the GSH detection since the prepared nanohybrid applied as the effective catalyst for the oxidation of TMB producing a blue colour in the presence of \( \text{H}_2\text{O}_2 \) with a blue hue, which fades very fast when GSH is added to the same solution (Fig. 11(b)).\textsuperscript{76} The negatively charged surface of MXene (because of the presence of rich surface functional groups) used as a platform for LDH loading is responsible for the enhancement of metal ions anchoring and LDH nucleation. Furthermore, the high electrical conductivity would increase electron transport during the detection of GSH. The nanocatalyst’s mechanism was also described as a heterogeneous Fenton-like catalytic reaction that produces hydroxyl radicals (\( ^*\text{OH} \)) due to the breakdown of acidified \( \text{H}_2\text{O}_2 \), whilst a blue product that forms when TMB is oxidized serves as a bridge to expedite electron transfers between TMB and \( \text{H}_2\text{O}_2 \).

A method for creating mixed-valence-state cobalt (MVSC) nanomaterials was applied using a self-sacrificial template which was \( \text{Co}_3(\text{BTC})_2\cdot12\text{H}_2\text{O} \) with a clearly specified structure.\textsuperscript{77} It was made utilizing a high-temperature solution-phase manufacturing process. Co\textsuperscript{2+} ions in \( \text{Co}_3(\text{BTC})_2\cdot12\text{H}_2\text{O} \) were partially oxidized by \( \text{H}_2\text{O}_2/\text{NaOH} \) at room temperature, resulting in MVSC nanomaterials with incredibly high specific surface areas and exceptional oxidase-like catalytic activity. It is interesting to note that altering the Co\textsuperscript{2+}/Co\textsuperscript{3+} ratio allowed for fine-tuning of MVSC’s catalytic activity, and due to the GSH antioxidant ability, a simple and sensitive colourimetric sensor was developed for GSH detection (Fig. 11(c)).

7. Silicon oxide-based nanomaterials

Given their appealing properties, such as their large surface area, tuneable pore sizes, high pore volume, abundance of outer/inner surface chemistries, and inherent biocompatibility, silica-based nanomaterials have been the subject of numerous studies in the development of biomedical utilizations, including tissue engineering, biological imaging, controlled/
sustained drug administration, and biosensors.\textsuperscript{152–154} For instance, the large surface area of this type of nanomaterial makes it suitable to immobilize the sensing agents on both the outer surface and inside of pores, resulting in quick responses and optical detection through material layers.\textsuperscript{155} Porous silicon can be created through several methods, such as physical, physicochemical, chemical, and electrochemical processes.\textsuperscript{156} During the silicon etching procedure, it is possible to achieve a range of pore sizes from a few nanometers to several micrometers. The interest in utilizing porous silicon as a sensing material stems from its high surface reactivity and the vast surface area of its porous formations.\textsuperscript{157} Additionally, the structure of porous silicon is crucial for sensing applications, as the diameter of the pores determines the size of the particles that can be trapped within them.\textsuperscript{158} Due to these special features, a broad range of silica-based nanomaterials structures have been developed and explored for the production of biosensors, such as those that detect cocaine,\textsuperscript{159} glucose,\textsuperscript{160} nucleic acids,\textsuperscript{161} $\text{H}_2\text{O}_2$,\textsuperscript{162} and $\text{NO}_2$,\textsuperscript{163} and several types of anions.\textsuperscript{164} In the context of GSH sensing, several research studies have been reported for the preparation and evaluation of silica-based nanomaterials for the GSH detection purposes.

A silica nanoparticles (SiNPs) functionalized with amine groups was applied to fabricate a new glassy carbon (GC) electrode, and due to a synergistic surface effect brought on by the integration of graphene quantum dots (GQDs) over SiNPs, the manufactured GQDs-SiNPs/GC electrode exhibited electrocatalytic activity towards GSH recognition in the biological environment at low voltage.\textsuperscript{78} The voltammetry and amperometry tests were applied to evaluate the electrochemical functionality of the glassy carbon electrode improved with GQDs-SiNPs. To produce GQDs, citric acid was reduced in the first phase using an insufficient pyrolysis technique. Then, using tetraethyl orthosilicate (TEOS) and ethanol as a solvent, silica nanoparticles were produced. The cyclic voltammetry (CV) peak current values at the GQDs-SiNPs/GC electrode are respectively 3.98, 4.84, and 8.10 times greater than those at the SiNPs/GC, GQDs/GC, and bare GC electrodes suggesting that the addition of GQDs has improved the electrocatalytic activity of SiNPs, increasing both the specific surface area and the electric conductivity, leading to an improved ability to detect GSH.

A label-free $\text{MnO}_2$ nanosheet assisted TPE3-silica nanoparticles ($\text{SiO}_2$ NPs) nanoprobe was designed Zhang et al.\textsuperscript{23} for GSH detection, and the anionic tetraphenylethylene derivative 1,2-bis[4-(3-sulfonatopropoxy)-phenyl]-1,2-diphenylethene sodium salt (TPE3) was created and used as the aggregation-induced emission (AIE) active probe. As a fluorescent reporter, TPE3 can aggregate on the surface of amino-functionalized $\text{SiO}_2$ NPs to generate AIE-$\text{SiO}_2$ NPs, which emit intense fluorescence (Fig. 12(a)).
negative charge, the synthesis of MnO₂–SiO₂ NPs nanocomposite could not lead to the TPE3 aggregation on the SiO₂ NPs surface. The dissociation of the MnO₂ by GSH, however, has the possibility of releasing the coated amino-functionalized SiO₂ NPs and expose their positive charges. Consequently, the limitation of TPE3’s intramolecular rotation in the aggregated state allowed it to aggregate on the uncoated amino-functionalized SiO₂ NPs to produce AIE-SiO₂ NPs, which thereafter generate intense fluorescence showed a linear relationship to the GSH levels.

In another research study, mesoporous silica nanoparticles (MSN) of around 100 nm were chosen as a support and were functionalized with disulphide-containing oligo(ethylene glycol) groups that function as molecular gates after surface modification of MSN using safranin O as a dye (Fig. 12(b)). The disulphide bond’s selective reduction by GSH, which was anticipated to lead to opening pores and releasing dye, is the foundation of the signalling theory. The promising results encouraged the research group to quantify GSH in a more complicated system, choosing human serum, which exhibited the high recovery ratios ranging from 92 to 107 percent in a highly competitive environment like human serum.

Using a dye-doped SiO₂@MnO₂ core–shell nanocomposite, which is designed as a multifunctional nanoprobe for detecting GSH and recognizing cancer cells, provided a simple sequencing technique was provided to develop an intelligent theragnostics platform. In this method, the porous MnO₂ shell serves as the acceptor and the fluorescein isothiocyanate (FITC)-doped solid SiO₂ nanosphere (FS) serves as the donor. Methylene blue (MB), a photosensitizer, is immobilized into the porous MnO₂ pores for exploiting the therapeutic potential of the nanoplatform. The photosensitizer is then guaranteed to be internalized in tumour cells by the poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG) on the outer layer, which serves as a “gatekeeper.” To perceive the sequence procedure, the high GSH levels in the cells would efficiently destroy the MnO₂ layer once the nanocomposite enters the tumour cell. This will generate more Mn²⁺, release methylene blue for the purpose of therapeutic application as a photosensitizer, and restore the fluorescence of the FITC leading to the GSH detection. With a limit of detection of 2.1 μM, the linearity could be attained with GSH concentrations, which also satisfy the needs of actual human serum GSH detectives.

A strategy for the GSH detection was demonstrated by releasing glucose from MnO₂ nanosheet-gated mesoporous silica nanoparticles (MSNs) as a target induced release nanobiosensor. Due to the high favourable interaction between glucose and silica walls, substantial quantities of glucose were first loaded into the pores of MSNs. The electrostatic interaction causes negatively charged MnO₂ nanosheets to then seal the gates of positively charged aminated MSNs. MSN-G@MnO₂

---

**Fig. 12**  (a) Schematic exhibiting the label-free fluorescence “turn-on” for detecting GSH by employing MnO₂ nanosheets assisted aggregation-induced emission-silica nanoparticles (AIE-SiO₂). (b) Mesoporous silica nanoparticles containing safranin O and coated with oligo(ethylene glycol) chains containing disulfide were employed in the fluorimetry GSH detection. (c) Preparation of the MnO₂-nanosheet-gated MSNs and the utilization of an external PGM for quantitative GSH detection. (d) Diagram of synthesis of Co₃(BTC)₂·12H₂O and mixed-valence-state cobalt (MVSC), as well as colourimetric sensor for GSH detection reproduced with the permission of Elsevier, Royal Society of Chemistry, and Springer Nature.
begins to decompose upon the addition of GSH due to the dissociation of MnO$_2$. Due to the “gate” being removed, the pore-trapped glucose could diffuse outside of MSNs for personal glucometer (PGM) detection, and the GSH concentration is correlated to the obtained PGM signal (Fig. 12(c)).

An electrochemical assay based on $n$-dodecanethiol modified screen-printed electrode (SPE) was created in order to quickly and directly detect GSH using MSNs and DNA biogate. It was intended to create a covalently modified DNA molecule-gated switch in order to implement the mechanism of gating. For this purpose, the T-rich DNA regions on the MSN hybridized surface with one another by the T–Hg$^{2+}$–T base pair to construct a double-stranded configuration in the presence of Hg$^{2+}$ ions, blocking pores and concentrating electroactive molecules, which was methylene blue (MB). When GSH is present, the T–Hg$^{2+}$–T complex experienced a competitive displacement reaction that might cause the transformation of duplex DNA into single-stranded DNA, opening the pores. As a result, GSH molecules cause the entrapped electroactive molecules in MSN-dsDNA to be released. Furthermore, the $n$-dodecanethiol modified SPE can be used to quantify the electroactive molecules produced from MSN-dsDNA, and the formed differential pulse voltammetry (DPV) signal provides a definitive connection with the GSH levels.

The preparation of a nanoporous silicon chip loaded with AuNPs was reported for surface-assisted laser desorption/ionization mass spectrometry (SALDI-MS) analysis of GSH molecule. Based on the chemical etching method using metal assistance, a flat silicon surface was etched into a nanoporous structure (100 nm cavity network) and the AgNPs were loaded in the bottom of the nanopores by Ag assisted chemical etching process silicon surface followed by AuNPs coating on the ridges using the in situ synthesis of AuNPs on the nanocavity (Fig. 13). By using Au–S binding, AuNPs on nanostructured silicon precisely caught thiol compounds from complex samples. Since a 337 nm laser can destroy the Au–S binding, the thiol molecules adsorbed on the AuNPs were desorbed and ionized which is detected by SALDI-MS analysis.

8. Advantages and challenges in nanomaterial-based GSH Sensor development

Different types of nanomaterials mentioned in this review offer advantages for GSH sensing. For instance, carbon-based nanomaterials, such as carbon dots and graphene quantum dots, offer significant advantages for sensing applications due to their intrinsic fluorescence and electronic properties. Their strong, tuneable fluorescence provides high sensitivity and specificity in optical detection, while their excellent electrical conductivity enhances electron transfer processes in electrochemical sensing, resulting in improved response times and lower detection limits. In addition, polymeric-based nanomaterials, such as conjugated polymers and polymer dots, offer significant advantages for GSH sensing due to their fluorescence properties and their functionalization capability. These materials can be easily functionalized with a variety of chemical groups, biomolecules, and nanoparticles. On the other hand, MOFs, with their customizable metal–organic compositions, and COFs, with covalently bonded organic networks, can be designed to mimic enzymatic reactions effectively, offering...
robust and sensitive platforms for sensing applications targeting GSH. QDs are also ideal for GSH sensing due to their small size and tuneable fluorescence properties, which vary with size. This size-dependent fluorescence enables precise detection of GSH concentrations, making QDs valuable for developing sensitive biosensors in biomedical and environmental applications. Gold nanomaterials present significant advantages in GSH sensing due to their tuneable surface plasmon resonance, catalytic activities, and distinct electrochemical behaviour. The tuneable surface plasmon resonance of gold nanoparticles allows for precise control over their optical properties, enhancing sensitivity in optical sensing methods. Additionally, their catalytic properties facilitate redox reactions relevant to GSH detection, while their unique electrochemical behaviour enables sensitive detection in electrochemical sensors.

While these nanomaterials have been explored for the detection of GSH, there are specific challenges associated with the development of nanomaterials for GSH sensing. Nanomaterials used for GSH sensing should exhibit stability over time, especially when exposed to biological environments. Factors such as degradation, aggregation, or changes in surface properties can impact the long-term performance of the sensor. The selected nanomaterials should be biocompatible to avoid adverse effects on cellular function or viability. The interaction of nanomaterials with biological systems should be carefully considered to ensure minimal cytotoxicity. Reproducibility is a critical factor for the practical implementation of GSH sensors. Variations in the synthesis and functionalization of nanomaterials can impact the reproducibility of sensor responses, making it challenging to obtain consistent results. Continuous and real-time monitoring of GSH levels in living cells or tissues is desirable for understanding dynamic cellular processes. Developing nanomaterial-based sensors capable of real-time monitoring without causing cellular perturbations is a technological challenge. The irreversibility of the sensor response can be a challenge in the development of GSH sensors using nanomaterials. To put it differently, most of nanomaterial-based sensors rely on chemical reactions with GSH for signal transduction. These reactions may result in the formation of irreversible products or alterations to the sensor’s surface chemistry. The irreversible nature of these reactions can limit the sensor’s ability to be reset for subsequent measurements. In addition, these nano-biosensors may undergo irreversible aggregation or morphological changes in the biological environments leading to negative impact on the sensor’s performance. Most importantly, irreversible nanomaterials used for intracellular GSH sensing may interfere with cellular processes and contribute to GSH depletion triggering cellular responses, including GSH consumption as part of the cell’s defence mechanism against perceived stress, which results in alterations in GSH levels over time. Due to these limitations, the majority of nanomaterial-based GSH sensors cannot be applied as the real time intracellular GSH sensors and have been utilized predominantly for qualitative GSH detection in the biological environments and intracellular GSH assessments.

9. Future prospects

The enhancement of nanomaterials application for GSH sensing involves a combination of innovative strategies and approaches in sensor design, fabrication, and application. For instance, investigating and designing of nanomaterials with high selectivity for GSH by incorporating specific recognition elements, such as aptamers or molecularly imprinted polymers, as well as molecular engineering and advanced surface modifications can enhance the specificity of sensors. In other words, printing technologies, such as inkjet or screen printing, allow for the precise deposition of functional materials onto sensor surfaces enabling the selective functionalization of nanomaterials with recognition elements specific to GSH, such as aptamers, antibodies, or molecularly imprinted polymers, and the controlled placement of these elements enhances the sensor’s selectivity for GSH. Regarding the compatibility and solubility in the biological environment, by introducing hydrophilic or amphiphilic functional groups to develop multifunctional nanomaterials, they can become more dispersible in aqueous solutions, enhancing their compatibility with biological environments and facilitate better cellular uptake, ensuring efficient interaction with intracellular environments for GSH detection within living cells. For the long-term stability enhancement, incorporation of protective coatings or encapsulation strategies to improve the long-term stability of nanomaterial-based GSH sensors can prevent degradation and maintain sensor performance over extended periods, especially in biological environments.

Addressing the challenges related to the irreversibility of nanomaterials in the context of GSH sensing requires meticulous consideration of strategic design principles and the implementation of methodological approaches. For example, design of nanomaterials that undergo reversible interactions with GSH, which involves selecting materials or surface modifications that allow for the regeneration of the sensor after GSH detection, enables repeated and reliable measurements. Moreover, implementing dynamic coatings on nanomaterial surfaces that can be controlled or triggered to revert to their original state, such as the use of stimuli-responsive polymers or coatings that respond to specific conditions, results in reversibility in GSH sensing for nanomaterial-based GSH sensors and flexibility of these sensors since they become adaptable to variations of GSH levels in the intracellular environment.

10. Conclusions

In summary, nanostructured materials have become pivotal in developing highly sensitive chemo-sensors and biosensors over
the past two decades, primarily due to their exceptional properties. This review has specifically focused on exploring recent advances in the fabrication of nanomaterials for detecting GSH, a crucial biomolecule implicated in various physiological and pathological processes. By utilizing different categories of materials, including carbon, polymeric, metal–organic frameworks (MOFs), covalent organic frameworks (COFs), quantum dots (QDs), and metal-based and silicon-based nanomaterials, researchers have been able to create chemo- and biosensors with improved sensitivity and selectivity for GSH detection. Despite their promise, challenges persist in maintaining stability in biological environments, ensuring biocompatibility, and addressing irreversibility issues. Future advancements may involve incorporating specific recognition elements, enhancing compatibility in biological environments, and implementing protective coatings or encapsulation strategies for long-term stability. Overall, nanomaterial-based sensors offer significant potential for enhancing our understanding of GSH dynamics and developing innovative diagnostic and therapeutic approaches for various diseases. Addressing current challenges and implementing innovative design strategies will be crucial in realizing this potential.
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